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can infer that children who read aloud "Iteni2112s1211 men, do

not know he regular rules for the forms of the -ed ending.

All of the children concerned us the past tense for many
and run :ran

common irregular verbs such as givt:gave and the problem is

chiefly with the forms of the regular verbs On the other hand

non-standard speech does allow a freer use of the historical

present in narrative than is permitted in colloquial informal

speech. Thus we find

I wajiihana...11,.

Children therefore need training in the use of the -ed ending

as a signal of the past tense, and in the consistent use of

the past tense in formal narratives,

3. The Verb to be. There are many differences between stan-

dard and non-standard rules in the use of the verb to _be. Most

commonly« the finite forms do not appear in the present, whether

they are copulas or auxiliaries, and students need to be taught

from the beginning that standard English does not permit this.

He here now.
BRI...21012112AXMIljack.
S'J.ou out_ilmgame,
She _lookin' good.

On the other hand, we find the non-finite be inserted in the

same slots primarily in contexts of generality or repeated

action and particularly in the present tense:

Most of the time he be in thelibraarx.
He be doin' that all the time,

don °t be on her; it be half on me
and half on her.

They always be messigl around.

So it all



For the past several years, we have been engaged in a
study of the language of Negro atd Puerto Rican speakers in
urban ghettos of Northern cities with our principal focus on
Central Harlem. Our study is one of a number of research
projects, supported by the U.S. Office of Education and known
collectively as Project Literacy, which aim to clarify the
basic processes involved in learning to read. Our own aim
is to isolate the structural and functional conflicts be-
tween the vernacular used in urban ghettos and the standard
English of the classroom. By Semgijaa.13.....c.9101219 we mean
the problems that follow from the different uses of language
and attitudes towards language that are characteristic of
these two forms of English. Under stzatmaLszalict, we
include the problems raised by differences in the grammatical
systems and sound patterns involved. Although the functional
conflicts may be more important in the long run, it is the
structural conflicts which are most immediately accessible to
linguistic analysis, and ovr publications so far have dealt
chiefly with this problem.

In January of this year, we conferred with the Bureau
of Curriculum Research of the New York City Board of Educa-
tion, as they were developing their revised manual for Lan-
guage Arts. Many of our findings were relevant to the pro-
blems they were considering in the teaching of classroom
language skills in Grades 5 - 12. We subsequently submitted
a set of suggestions for their use in developing this manual.
(These suggestions are designed to present briefly the infor-
mation on the vernacular in the form most useful to the Eng-
lish teadher. Rather than a miscellaneous list of errors,
or a comprehensive grammar which attempts to outline the en-
tire language, we tried to describe the most important fea-
tures in terms of the most,general rule that differentiates
the two forms of language.' Although this material is pre-
liminary, and incomplete, we feel that it will be of interest
to others working on the same problems.

ILabov, William, Paul Cohen and Clarence Robins. A Preliminary
t d of t S AL 1:(1 N-. er12.
higazagLaltralgrLatx, Cooperative Research Pro-
ject #3091, U.S. Office of Education, 1965.

Labov, William. "Some Sources of Reading Problems for Negro
Speakers of Non - Standard English," In Rey kirsatjangja
Algulguxgggl/ih (Alexander Frazier, Ed.). Champaign,
Illinois: National Council of Teachers of English, 1967.



Some non-standard forms are special caotits that affct only

one or two ./or=3:3 of the language; but zre instanok:s of

jeneral ruae3 tnat opei:ate in the non-an:jaca vernvfwiar in

a regular way and can affect the form of ev,i,..ry sentence. It

is plain that the more general rules should be introduced iirst

in a teaching program, no matter how prominent and striking

the isolated items may be. For example, the use of less'n

in He won't or...me Less "n I :mil him is a Southernism that is

quite unacceptable in the standard English of New York Cityp

but the problem appears only when the particular word unless

is tc be used. In a sentence like Hemdowntovn9 on the other

hand, the particular verb E2 is irrelevant: the student must

be taught the regular rule for the third-person singular -s

for every regular verb in the language. The order of the

material given below reflects this reasoning: within each

section, the items are presented which involve the cost general

rules9.and each item is presented under the form of the most

general rules that applies according to our Present know-

ledge of the language.

The non-standard dialect forms shown here are most charac-

teristic of the Negro children living in areas where large

numbers of migrants have recently arrived from the Southern

United States. New York City has received Southern speakers

chiefly from the Atlanti Coastal states, In other Northern

and Western cities, such as Chicago or Los Angelesc most mi-

grants have come from different regions of the South, but the



resulting dialect patterns in the urban centers have been sur-

prisingly similar; the obvious differences are due to the

Northern b.:tse rather than the southern iofluence,

Some of the nor'-standard features discussed are used by

groups outside the Negro communities discussed above. These

more general nonstandard forms are marked with an asterisk,

GRAMMATICAL PATTERNS

Forms of the Verb..

1. The -s of the Prevent Tense, It has been widely noticed

that many non-standard speakers from the community discussed

here make an extraordinary number of mistakes in person -- number

agreement--a much higher number than in the community at large,

Attempts to correct these forms one at a time are almost cer-

tain to fail. Most of the children concerned have no regular

rule for adding -s to the verb when the subject is 3rd-person

singular. Their normal vernacular forms in casual, every-day

speech are

I know, you know, he know, she know, it know,
we know, you know, they know

I dot you do, he do, she do, it do, the man do,
we do, you do, they do

present
The regular forms of the s::,mple / should be taught from

the outset, without assuming that any child necessarily

possesses even a passive knowledge of the standard rules.
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Sometimesv the -s does appear with the 3rd person singular9

or with cther persons but this slmply reflects the fact that

children have 17:arned that '-s is used school language.

Their partial learning does not extend the regular rule

for placing this and as a result it may appear in almost

any position:

I sees it
Illm_runs down the street
SomebodIElialarls.

2. The -ed of the Past Tense. In the non-standard speech

considered here, there is some basis for the -ed of the past

and perfect tenses of the regular verbs but in the great

majority of cases this inflection is not pronounced.

11!...EL1k1_11.21,1tLfLe rd aY
I- 116V76- ive° here.

The -ed is pronounced more often after verbs ending in -t or

-d (started or added) or before a vowel (Apalsglalmg)p be-

cause part of the difficulty with -ed has to do with rules of

pronunciation in which consonant clusters are simplified (see

below). But even when children pronounce this -- d, it may not

act as a signal of the past tense for them. A good diagnostic

sentence is:

ati:LIpassadj2L, .1_,..reacLueltizn.

Children who pronounce the -ed in passed* but say read to

rhyme with needy are clearly not interpreting the written signal,

and do not have the rule 4,f the standard ciSalec,t rho past

tense. SiAlarly, we



can infer that children who read aloud "HepLatilticm me", do

not know the regular rules for the forms of the -ed ending,

the children concerned us the past tense for many
and mn-ran

common irregular verbs such as aive,zzave,'and the problem is

chiefly with the forms of the regular verb On the other hand

non-standard speech does allow a freer use of the historical

present in narrative than is permitted in colloquial informal

speech. Thus we find

Z wa..1,..14aix
He stag home ;ester daT.

Children therefore need training in the use of the -ed ending

as a signal of the past tense, and in the consistent use of

the past tense in formal narratives.

3. The Verb to be. There are many differences between stan-

dard and non-standard rules in the use of the verb to be. Most

commonly, the finite forms do not appear in the present, vhether

they are copulas or auxiliaries, and students need to be taught

from the beginning that standard English does not permit this.

He here now.
But eveuhodanglblack.
You out the ame.
She lookln'ooa.

On the other hand, we find the non-finite be inserted in the

same slot, primarily in contexts of generality or repeated

action and particularly in the present tense:

Most of the time he be in the librarx.
He be (loin' that all the time.
So it all don't be on her: it be half on me

and half on her.
They always be mess_. aL around.



Trlis use of be is very persistea, more so ttan most tile other

plainly marked Liouthernisms and it may bP difficuJt to show

lt is incorrec!., doe allow be

111 many uilailar situations, and one 'fould need a very good

knowledge of English grammar to understand why be is not

allowed in lhay_le here but is perfectly standard in

Be here.
TheY_Migtihtgtrft.
I demand that ther be here...

The best approach to, the be situation is probably .indirect

The students must be taught the finite forms of to be in the

present very thoroughly, especially in contexts of generality

and repeated action, where otherwise the bare infinitive be

would occur.

4. The future. In many cases, the general use of be is

difficult to distinguish from the standard future. Because -1

is usually vocalized (see below), there may be little differ-

ence between

She be comin' home and
She'll be comin' home.

For this reason, it is best to use the uncontracted forms of
students

the future in standard English, and give / practice in using

these in place of the colloquial futures

Ism a hit x111.

He,hil_you tomorrow.

*5. 1:12:2MagtXX9AgI1APASLM9Ifec:t forms. Though children

who speak this form of non-standard English do use many irregular



forms correctly, a large number of irregular Southern preterits

and perfects are encountered. It is necessary to teach the

standard forms of such common verbs as be n9 break, come, do,

drink, drown, given ao. know, lie, Ling, run, see, Allnat. sit,
I-

sneak, take, throw, and write.

*6. gm_saaajria. The colloquial passive with 2,9L.t is normally

the only one used in the non-standard vernacular, as in He_ Rot

stung, and children need practice in the standard form.

7. Perfective done. A highly marked Southernism is the use

of done to emphasize the completed or accomplished state of an

action:

212 bAllKAAABIPlenetrAII_ML.1012.

This is not a common form in Northern cities, but when it does

occurs it poses difficulties since there is no simple literal

equivalent in standard English. It is best treated as an un-

acceptable Southernism similar to lessin or totes though it is

plainly more important than these in the original non-standard

grammar.

Forms ofratjbala

8. Tbsplaxal -s. The plural inflection is almost intact

in non-standard speech dealt with here. This -8 behaves in

quite the opposite manner from the third-singular -s or the

possessive -s: it is used regularly by most young children, and

where it differs from standard English it is even more general:

it is extended to form a double plural in mens, womens, c, iildrens,



teeths. When the -s is missing, it is most fre-

quently in fixed contexts like eigp.t year old, tel cent. In

short, the standard rule is known, and the teacher's task is

chiefly to correct a few irregularities,

9. The nossessivc -s. The possessive s which is added to

nouns in standard English has no representation whatsoever in

the non-standard grammar discussed here. The normal form of

the possessive is

L9112914.14AYhDuse.

His father sister husbapd.

The standard rule must be taught without any assumption that

it is necessarily part of the speech of any of the children,

as in the case is the third-singular -s of the verb. The

only place where it does occur regularly is with possessive

pronouns:

It's mines.
That's hers,

The use of mines must be corrected to in as an individual

iteM.293

10. Pronoun_Luma. There are several highly marked irregu-

larities of pronoun forms to be considered, especially among

possessive pronouns. The principal non-standard form is Ihei

for thir, as in gijalylcazkUt...at2112ezoLLLtivr.ves. xga is

sometimes not distinct from our, and both of these are partly

the result of rules of pronunciation (the loss of final -r).

We also find an even more deviant form with the pluralizer
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Imm substituting for his or their:

His e es are--A1J.of tAgalitaagg_g/angtz.
or reddish.

They were_lialassz_ansLihm_hgliaa.

Because of these several irregularities, the possessive pro-

nouns should be taught systematically.

Other word, forms.

*11. Adverbs in -1y. The -lx inflection, turning adjectives

into adverbs, is rarely used among non-standard speakers, and

should be taught as a regular rule from the outset. At the

same time, the use of the irregular adverbs such as well must

be taught.

*12. Comparatives in -er. There are many difficulties with

the comparative, but the simplest is in the choice of more or

-Ir. The use of both is common: litLiaLmuaLIAUJuLAMILJuu

IbLisualmLlaslakm:Jaimasau
students need practice in using

one or the other. 4

ARIAIng22D11201.

There are a very large number of syntactic problems which

could be discussed here: the most important are those which

concern the basic transformations of the question, the nega-

tive, and the embedded question, but there are many equally

general rules which occur less frequently.

13. lkataxagarl.lnam"ailsaaquestions. In the rules of the
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non-standard vernacular, the normal form of the question trans-

formation is usually found: the childish itaala_call_glA.IhKg

is largely replaced by the standard How can he fix that? by

the 5th or 6th grade. But with the simple verb, we get forms

such as

How he fix that?
gow it taste?
MILY202:-.11111WIAPM1?

There is some reason to think that these are derived from the

standard forms by deletion of do. In any case, the use of overt du-

support must be taught, to relate He fixes that to Does Ile fix

th4t?

14. Negative patterns. In the most general kind of non-

standard English, Ain't is simply the particular equivalent

of be plus negative. But in the non-standard English con-

sidered here, ain't stands for the negative element alone.

Since c12 support is largely missing, we find

He ain't start it, for He didn't start it.
*liesjalLatirteLlsLim, for ain't

lie ain't finAh. for He isn't finj.sheds.

In the past tense, we have muli or wskulLt, though without

any regular person-number agreement. In negative questions,

the ain't element is regularly brought to the front of the

sentence, so that do-support is not needed

*Ain't that a shame?

The same pattern is extended in declarative statements with
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strong affect to yield:

hear it

parallel to literary forms, gszjap.azn; ,scarce v

s apyope seen t. As a result of these many differences in

negative patterns it is necessary to introduce the standard

rules in a systematic way from the very beginning.

*15. Legatinajailajasidialtex the "double negative".

. It is difficult for many teachers to correct the non-

standard "double negative" because the rules for the standard

form are not taught systematically. Briefly, in standard Eng-

lish there is a general rule which states that a negative

element in a sentence is attracted to the first indefinite in

the sentence; these negatives also include scarcely, hardly,

never, rarelv, which are brought to the very beginning

of the sentence. So instead of &Lysadn'catat, we

have standard liosaLaiiinA2Atal. Instead of Anyone, hardly,

mogIhat, we have standard anyone A

sentence like:

142saLmijalajaystingtoany122d

has a corresponding passive:

The general non-standard rule is much simpler: it says that a

negative is attracted to every indefinite in the sentence. So

a single negative element, instead of being represented by one

negative form, is represented by many:



Nobody don't know.
Nobody won't do nothing to nobodv.
I ain't never ha& no trouble with none of t4em.

The double negative will therefore occur only in sentences which

originally contain indefinite pronouns or adverbs, and any prac-

tice in avoiding double negatives (perhaps better called "nega-

tive concord") must be with sentences containing such inde-

finites.

The particular non-standard forms used in the Negro com-

munities of the North differ from the general non-standard

form in one important way: the negative element can be trans-

ferred to the pre-verbal position in embedded clauses without

producing a new negative meaning that contradicts the first.

Thus the general non-standard form:

There ain't no cat can't aet in no haigeoni COOD

is the opposite of

Thee : ain't no cat c et in i pcook

But in the Negro community, we can have:

It ain't no cat can't get in no coop

meaning the same as

It ain't no cat can get in no coop.

With these basic rules in mind, the teacher should be able to

construct forms for teaching the standard rules for negative

attraction to any of the students concerned.

16. The dummy Ia. One of the most characteristic forms of

the non-standard speech being considered is the equivalent of

The;, wm, there is or illessimm. Instead of these forms, we
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have It is...

Itta01......-icel_tthecloor
It was one in the, hall
It ain't no cat can't get in no coop.

The contraction it's is normally pronounced with the t assimi-

lated to the p, to rhyme with )1iss. Occasionally this un-

stressed form is voiced to rhyme with his, and teachers will

hear the form as equivalent to dropping the subject:

"Is" raining.
lIa21.a.policemn at the door.

However, if any element is dropped, it would usually be the

copula:

It a policeman at the door.

Therefore, the teacher need not spend time teaching the stu-

dent to replace dropped subjects, but rather to retain the

copula, and replace non-Standard Lk with standard :there in the

proper contexts,

17. Embedded Questions. We frequently encounter sentences of

the following form:

* let/ e see ou I t
Ica) "Intltnow how old are he,

* j...Unt know how I do it,
awalclseg t

in these sentences, we find that the order of the original

question is preserved, with auxiliary or question word first

and subject second. It would seem that standard English re-

reverses the question in the embedded or indirect form to
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return to the original order of a simple declarative [or ex-

clamation].

Idonttknowlvoleis.

Let m- e= f I c t nk f some i tawaLgsmisiLsee fteb 's nose is bleedi

Notice that in many of these sentences a deleted ,j must re-

appear. The non-standard retention of the inverted order pre-

serves the question meaning which is conveyed in the standard

11:. -To teach the standard rules for this construction, it Liay not

be enough to drill the student on word order: in addition,

theteacher may want to show how the meaning of wondering or

questioning is preserved in the how or the if which precedes

the embedded sentence.

18. llesnagillar "double" forms. The redundancy or doubling

of forms seen in the negative concord is a characteristic of

many deviant forms in this speech pattern considered here. The

commonest such forms are demonstrative with locative adverbs:

2h12.12re ork21§....1111.

We also have frequent combinations such as only kut

The conjunction and plus is even more common:

ADAR1Y, I tavalSMsma221nBgbAniAaft.

Parallel to this is or either:

It is characteristic of the Southern dialect pattern that quan-

titative adverbs are mult::plied:
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You play with them neakabout mostly every day
b n a mo-t c os to twe e wee

Finally, we can note the redundancy of certain prepositions

with relative adverbs:

right around the corner where I used to live kt.

In all of these examples, the non-standard forms show extra

material which is not required or allowed in the standard

dialect. In addition to drills on the patterns involved, the

teacher should be able to show how the extra material contri-

butes nothing to the meaning of the sentence.

19. Adverb placement. There are many subtle and diffi-

cult rules involved in the placement of adverbs such as al-

poqt, even, mostly, all over; these are principally quanti-

fiers of the verbal action as a whole. We can see that non-

standard speakers show many deviations from standard usage in

placing these adverbs, even though we may not be able to state

the exact rule affected in each case, nor find a single gene-

ralization to cover all the difficulties.

20.

.ezeijLLmLmtivaarbaecan.
Almost my life was lost.
Tle nIest ace I sta ed was -uh- in Nort Caro ina.
So this i a c a world we absolutel livin' in

an v t n.bs its own self.
s pages.

m a at v . In addition to the

simple problem of the form of the comparative adjective, we

find a great many difficulties with complex comparative,
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superlative and equative constructions:

I.know he was the most Award winner in-track.
Ilgutbaut the only one that haste less,I
He can run the same fas' as I can.
So she got the same accent of her mother.
I ,w us as fr en s u ere t 4 an 4

down tkeye.

Since this is one of the most complex areas of English grammar,

it is not surprising that speakers run into difficulty. It is

apparent that the high school teacher must gradually introduce

students into the more complex constructions with sufficient

practice to enable them to avoid such problems asthose shown

here.

*21. R4atiye.pronouns. The general pronoun used in the non-

standard dialect is which. It must be replaced with yko in

some obvious cases:

John. wjiich is Seven, Linda which is six...

But in other cases, which is used as a general connective which

has no direct equivalent in standard English:

2hey were oor which we all was oo b t
I mean...

ULISA02921.11Lbrot"-oulcnovivihiell
these boys tiley were older than I am.

chi

.11=12E-Ak11--1---LA"eara-

In these cases, the best equivalent is a simple and: the

speaker must be taught to give up the sense of vague anaphoric

reference which he tries to register with which, but which

standard English cannot provide unless it is tied to a parti-

cular noun phrase.
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22. Count nouns va mass no s. There are a great many

non-standard uses of nouns to be considered which can not be

corrected efficiently unless the teacher first introduces the

notion of count pouns and mass nouns. Count nouns such as

chair and table have plurals and take the indefinite article

21. as nouns such as cash, or police, have no plural forms,

do not occur with the indefinite article a, but do occur with

no article or the indefinite some. Thus we have

Give me a chair. Give me some chairs,
Give me casja. Give me some cash.

but not

Giyq me ckair. Give me some dhpirs
Give me a cpdh, Give me some castles.

With such a distinction in mind, the teacher can show that the

following sentences are unacceptable because the nouns are

treated as count nouns rather than mass nouns:

Give us a tote chips.
ccotics

He's traininc to ate a police.
I don't use those dlangs.
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ARTICULATION AND PRONUNCIATION

The most general principle involved in the articulation

of the non-standard speech considered here is the same as

that in standard English: less information is provided or

less precision required for sounds at the ends of words

than for sounds at the beginnings of yords. For example,

initial t is a forcefully articulated consona4t, with a

burst of air that affects the quality of the next sound;

but final t need not be released at all, and in this case is

recognized through its effect on the preceding sounds. Non-

standard English carries this principle much further than

standard English, in the simplification of final consonant

clusters, the loss of final 2,, 1 and of other tongue-tip

consonants: t, d, s, z, and to a lesser extent, n. In all

these cases the teacher can benefit by observing one general

rulel that a rule for the pronunciation of a consonant or

vowel is usually sensitive to the sound immediately follow-

ing the one concerned. Thus when a consonant cluster or

single consonant is followed by a word beginning with a

vowel, it is much more likely for the full form to be pro-

nounced than when the next word begins with a consonant. The

teacher can apply this rule in giving practice in pronun-

ciation, (X.owever it does not always follow that the sound

is easier for the student to tur iu a phrase; the teacher's

clearly released final -t in alai; may be beard more clearly

than in s* inute,y



1 t I I on:. English has a wide

range of consonant clusters at the ends of words, but by

far the most common are those in which the second element

is t, or gls. These two pairs are related in the same

way: t and are-voiceless consonants, and sl and g are the

corresponding voiced consonants-- that La, the vocal cords

are vibrating as these consonants are formed.

We should also observe that the consonants Atil, and 91.1

are also the major inflections of English. The first two

are the signals of the. past and perfect tenses, and. the

second two'appear in many different grammatical forms: the :

third-person singular present form of the verb,' the plural,

the possessive, the,adverbial -A in Inigla, and the con-'

treated forms let's, lila, etc. When these final elements

are grammatical inflections, the appearance of or 1, s or

46 is predicted by the first consonant of the cluster:

after voiceless consonants

after voiced consonants

(If the first consonant is al or a ao then in the past tense

there is no cluster--the inflection ie an unstressed vowel

and A; if the first consonant is a sibilant--a hissing or

hushing sound, then there is no cluster in the other.caseso!r:

the inflections occur as unstressed vowel plus 20
eg.

, . ,

Of course there are some consonant clusters which are

merely parts of the basic word: as in A1140 Ala, halm

10114 Alx [Bike] . In this case, the final consonant can-

not be predicted after some consonants.

....actIty,tatrakt:WASIZ,L,40



In the non-standard English of the larger community'

there is a very high rate of simplification of such clusters

such as ZiLt or 11AM Even among educated speakers, words

such as lag are often simplified. But this process does

not take place when the second element is a grammatical sig-

nal. Furthermore, the cluster is usually kept intact when

the next word begins with a vowel. These facts show that we

are dealing with a simple pronunciation factor which has no

effect upon the grammar of the language.

However, in the non-standard English of the urban cen-

ters being considered here, the line between grammatical

rules and rules of pronunciation is not so easy to draw. The

clusters are frequently simplified--in many cases just as

often when the second consonant is a grammatical signal.

In the case of -t and -a, clusters as in act, walked,

and prabbed, it is the second element which disappears.

There is some tendency for the cluster to be pronounced more

often whenthe cluster contains a grammatical element, but

only a small tendency, and there is some tendency for the

cluster to be pronounced when the next word begins with a

vowel, but also only a small tendency. On the whole, 'we can

say that there is a basis for the teacher to use in giving

the child practice in the standard forms, and it may be es-

pecially helpful if the word is given in a phrase with the

next word beginnir- with a vowel:

not - I waked home, but - I wal)cesl play.
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In the case of clusters ending in -s, we find a wide

variety of different results depending 'on the grammatical

element involved. As noted above, the -1 is simply missing

in the basic vernacular for the 3rd-person singular form of

the present verb and the possessive. But for the plural

-A and the adverbial -A, the clusters are only occasionally

simplified, and here too it will be helpful to give prac-

tice with phrases in which the next word begins with a

vowel. In the case of joilg, Lett' thiattg) etc., there is

rarely any influence of pronunciation on grammar, since it

is almost always the first element which disappears, as-

similated to the

Le's go; i's hot; ACILzigilk.

There are a few clusters ending in and -2 which be-

have like simple words in -AI: Leak is des', AEA can be as'

as well as aks, and nu is was'. Here again a following

vowel will help bring out the missing consonant except in

the case of certain words where a basic change in the under-

lying "dictionary" form has taken place. In words like

es', Imo, Alga', the apostrophe is truly a fiction for

many children, for their plurals are tessqa, toases, ammo

and the standard forms Auk, tocurb, aggi must be taught as

brand new items.

2. Final and pre - consonantal s. In the'New York City com-

munity at large, the basic vernacular (along with many edu-

cated varieties) is "r-lees". The consonant -x that appears
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in spelling is never pronounced at the ends of words or be-

fore final consonants as in rdit and allia6 gore and cored.

Instead, the vowel is lengthened and may be followed by an

unstressed center vowel. This feature is also characteris-

tic of Southern speech, so that in the urban centers we find

the same "sr-less" pronunciation.

The pronunciation of this final and pre-consonantal 11

is rapidly being accepted as a standard of correct speech

among younger educated people, and the community at large.

However, , -less speech is certainly not "incorrect", and

a great many teachers and educated speakers are completely

-less. At first sight, one would think that there is no

reason to teach the pronunciation of to disadvantaged

;youth. Nevertheless, it may be good stratpgy, to teach the

pronunciation of the final -Ls for many reasons. First, this

variable is one of the most important marks of careful speech

for younger people in New York City, Even though the older

generation may still use prestige forms of , -less speech,

the younger generation has turned to the general Northern

pattern of li-pronunciation as the norm. This tendency is

even stronger in the Negro community, which is becoming

oriented more and more towards the Northern model of care-

,speech (although the Southern-based dialect forms are

still the basis of affective or family speech). Second,

and more importantly, the introduction of final will do

a great deal of work in helping to teach standard grammar.
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In the use of the auxiliary and copula verb to be, the 2nd -

person singular and plural form ars. is strongly reinforced

by z-pronunciation. In the past tense, person-number agree-

ment depends upon the distinction of was and 10236 strongly

supported by z-pronunciation. The possessive adjectives

and ,their, are distinguished much more easily from mola.

and Dun when final 2: is pronounced. In , -less dialects,

all these differences depend upon subtle differences of

vowel height and obscure glides which are easily lost.

Finally, the pronunciation of final z may be very help-

ful in teaching students the full forms of words which have

been altered in their underlying system. The zrless speakers

of the larger community rarely drop r when a vowel follows,

as in tguLoicloat or 12LikLt, and as a result the standard

spelling forms of the words are easy for them to grasp.

(There is an r in four because it is produced in toar.91212A.)

But speakers of the Southern-influenced dialect are z-less

in a stronger sense: for many of them, there may not be

enough support for inferring the existence of an z in 121c

(or car, beer, Paris, or Carol) because the following vowel

does not bring out the ,r with the necessary regularity or

reliability, and many words may then be persistently mis-

spelled without the zin school.

For all these reasons, it may be advisable for teachers

in New York City schools to introduce the use of final -z

in the most formal styles, in pronouncing words aloud, and

to have children practice the pronunciational° final -z, even
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though this is not a vitally important feature in itself.

3. Final lb. The situation with final and pre-consonantal

in jal, lwalaa, etc., is parallel in many ways to final and

pre - consonantal z. However, there is one important differ-

ence: there is no standard dialect in which it is acceptable

to omit final 71. Homonyms such as 19.1 and 122110 82 and

are not recognized in standard English, though there are

speakers in the larger community who show such a pattern.

The Southern-influenced non-standard dialect shows a

much greater loss of -1 than in the community as a whole.

Normally, -1 is replaced by a back unrounded glide, which is

often difficult to hear, and after back rounded vowels g and

9., it tends to disappear entirely. Again, we find serious

grammatical consequences of this fact, since She be _ROW

and Sbe,ll be ito)..n, can be very difficult to distinguish.

Practice in the pronunciation of final -swill be easier

for the student if the training exercises have I followed by

a vowel, as in ,a Dal pf lupe.

4. The pronunciation of a. Initial al in Siang and Maga

shows roughly the same pattern in this non-standard dialect

as for most non-standard speakers. A weakly articulated t-

like sound is used in andtig and a similar d-like sound in

Occasionally a strongly articulated or A is heard,

and then the word gain becomes homonymous with AA or (more

commonly), aissu with gm. The voiceless fi in tai is more



freqUently an affricate--that is, an intermediate sound that

begins like a t and ends like a sk.

In the middle of words, and more importantly at the end

of words, speakers of this non-standard dialect frequently

use and in place of the corresponding 111 sounds: Aga
is not distinguished from roof, and Igul rhymes with rave.

This shift is not characteristic of any non-standard dialect

of the adult community at large, though children do show £

and x for 21 sounds and Cockney English is noted for this

feature. The great difficulty for the teacher and student

alike is that the difference between English I and lb, is ex-

tremely hard to hear as a rule. Unless the consonants are

carefully pronounced, and hearing conditions are ideal, even

trained groups of phoneticians will not be able to transcribe

these sounds reliably. Therefore the teacher will have to

determine, by careful testing and visual observation of the

student's"lips, whether or not (a) he normally produces final

al in careful speech, and (b) whether or not he can hear the

difference when the sounds are very carefully pronounced. It

is interesting to note that hypercorTectiOn is rarely found:

f is used where standard English has but not the reverse- -

is not pronounced as Wk. The same observation holds

for initial position: we almost never find a case of gm
pronounced as tn. The fact that the Confusion is in one

direction only, differentiates this consonantal situation from

the typical vowel situation, where fluctuation back and forth

is much more common.
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The lops of other final cplla9nanta. The losses of final

consonants discussed above are the most regular cases, butwe

also note the absence of individual final consonants such as

-I, -A, -go and less commonly -ns, -A; and -2. As an ex-

ample, one illiterate teen-ager from South Carolina can best

be quoted as saying:

I ma' a be' epee' for _l_make a Itad speech.

Though final -11 is often lost entirely, it is even more commonly

pronounced as a lenis -tom, so that rabbi and iabAd can not be

distinguished, and David, rhymes with says it. Final -A is

frequently heard as nasalization of the preceding vowel, and

it rarely disappears in any absolute sense.

In one way, these erratic losses are more important for

the teacher than the regular processes discussed before. A

few children have a great deal of difficulty in understanding

and being understood because they have the most extreme forms

of the rules for final simplification, and most of their

syllables actually end with vowels. In their speech, there is

so much unexpected homonymy that intelligibility suffers badly.

Teachers who notice such cases can recognize them as excep-

tional, and make sure that they Obtain special correction.

7. g, g, Though the most

serious difficulties are found at the ends of words, there are

a number of Southern-influenced characteristics of initial

consonant clusters. Initial gIx-, for example, is occasionally

heard as ,gam- so that stream, is said as =gm street as



meet. Initial Al- is variously gr-, gxr, Ap4mp.is

the word most characteristically affected. There are various

combinations in which is lost, chiefly after Ija- (and often

after 11., k and g), and where a back rounded vowel follows:

the Southern forms ,th ow, th ()ugh are very common.

VOWELS

When dealing with vowels, it is more important to bear in

mind the relations between the sounds, and the distinctions

that can be made, than the actual suunds themselves. Many de-

scriptions of non-standard dialects draw attention to the "sub-

stitution of sounds", such as the use of i for e in pm and

frXena. While such statements do refer to real examples, -

teachers who try to follow them will be puzzled to note that

the same speakers will sometimes "substitute a for 1! in 2alin

and In this situation we are actually dealing with a

single underlying fact: that many speakers of this non-standard

dialect do not distinguish land e before any nasal consonant,

and therefore either e or i may appear without making any sig-

nificant difference for them. A teacher who thinks in terms

of such contrasts--trying to see what is "same" and "different"

for these students--will be dealing with the ent1re problem

directly, while teacher who tries to correct each "mistake"

as it occurs will be faced with an unending task and frus-

trated students. In each case, the teacher should be on the

alert for the existence 'of sets of homonyms among the students
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those of
which differ from her own and from/standard English. The

facts for any given case can be determined by giving a simple

perception test, such as that shown on the attached page.

Then the teacher can give a number of ear-training exercises

(using essentially. the same procedure as in the perception

test) to teach the students to hear the distinction. Training

in the actual prciduction of the standard distinction comes

last, and will be greatly facilitated if the studentslubie

already learned to hear and recognize the differences in the

speech of others. With these preliminary remarks, we can pro-

ceed to'describe the various vowel problems quite briefly.

81. The merger of Am and SAL In the speech of many non-

standard speakers, all of the words which rhyme with Luz

also rhyme with tau and the class of words that rhyme with

Sax in standard English. Thus steer and stair, cheer and

chair, mere and mare, hear and hgr are . homonyms, usually

pronounced with a sound close to that of the second element

in standard English. In the South, this merger is;most charac-

teristic of Coastal South Carolina, and speakers from this

area are most apt to show it. A similar situation is not un-

known in the non-standard English of the New York City speech

community in general, where many younger speakers merge fear

and Sax in their r-less dialect--in this case, with a sound

closer to that of fear in standard English.

9. The merger of poor, andjau. Words which rhyme with mu

in standard English are not distinguished from words which



rhyme with mat: thus mu and pus, I= and lm istur

and I2E1 are homonyms. Again, this merger is common in the

.community at large, with a sound closer to that o; w#41

the Southern-influenced form is closer to that of standard

gime This general situation should not be confused with

the pronunciation of particular words such as /104 poor, and
in many dialects are pronounced

maw, which / with the vowel of nom even
ne.r2242,

whenthe/4011;40194';c1 made *4 other words,

In the South, we f*nd another non-standard feature'of-pro-

nunciation in words of this class: 222X, ,sure, 19.914 etc.

are pronounced to rhyme with 7,24, sjiow, dom.*, with a long 2

instead of an ingliding open A. This is the usage repre-

sented as DO', so!,, ajazt in the dialect literature. In some

manuals of pronunciation it is referred to as "dropping the

r but of course final -x is not pronounced in any word in

this dialect. The non-standard feature which is stigmatized

is the use of a vowel different from standard English: an

up-gliding A instead of an in-gliding one.

10. .........s.LLfjatieLndjusThemere. Ap noted above, one of the

most general Southern features is the lack of a distinction

between short I and A before nasal consonants. Thus Lin and

ium6 to and Ism6 stnc9 and ,sense, lag'i and bag6 gym and Egib

are the same.

11. lion9pth9 mi,7 pt,.9n. o f diOtAotbes. A number of homonyms

result when the up-glide of the English diphthongs is lost:
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long I can merge with short and broad a, and a can merge

merge with the long open Q of ;au. Thus we can have homo-

nyms:

time = Tom

mile .= moll

pride = prod

fire = far

oil = all

joy 99 jaw

Roy = raw

loin 99 lawn

It should be noted that these mergers are not common before

voiceliass consonants: the diphthongs are usually intact be-

fore 29 it k X, in B. Xflife9 2106 011019e,

etc, Furthermore, we find that speakers with a strong South-

ern background will often lose the glide of the diphthongs

wjthout the mergers shown above. The vowel of time. pile,

etc., shifts forward to keep the distinction between tot and

106 and poll; for the same speakers, the vowel of hall,
up-

JANJ mow, etc. has a back /glide (similar to that in hole,

Joe_, zo) so that these words are not pronounCed the same as
have

9110 lox, Ray, even when these / monophthongs.

Extensive perception training is not necessary for these

words, since almost all of the speakers have the ability to

produce the diphthongs in their careful speech. In fact,

the oscillation between diphthongal and monophthongal forms

is one of the main fiatures of style shifting in the Southern-

influenced community. But the ability to produce the diph-

thongal form consistently in the stream of speech may require

considerable practice.
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12, 212.0222112jormsof is and 4. In standard English;

there is an automatic alternation between the ordinary for's

of the articles and those which precede words beginning with

a vowel. The article g, becomes before a vowel and Ihg,

usually pronounced with a short vowel sound like that at they

end of gag, is said with a long g to rhyme with 101, Thus

tag aul4e rhymes with sea-01440. But in the Saathern-inflU-

owed non-standard dialect, these rules are not followed.

&Anal is quite regular, and ilut rhymes with KA:rot:Ile,.

This tendency to allow one short vowel to follow another is

the same as that found in the treatment of final -i. Where

most I-less dialects preserve the between vowels, (and

even insert it where it is not found in the spelling), the

non-standard dialect considered here allows fat o'clock,. It

would seem that all three of these features can be treated

at once by the teacher, to bring home to the student the

general idea of alternate forms before words beginning with

a vowel.

13. Some individual words. There are in this non-standard

dialect many individual words which differ in pronunciation

from standard English, and these pronunciations may be sur-

prisingly resistant to correction. Some are long-standing

representatives of an oral tradition which goes back to Anglo-

Saxon times: e.g., Aka for ,a k,. Some involve phonetic prin-

ciples which have operated irregularly but persistently in

the history of English, such as the reversal of , and other
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consonants ("metathesis") in nurnose, for proniage, auxIn for

-pattern, Some individual words show assimilation of one

consonant to the following one: bicitlexi for business.

Initial unstressed vowels are frequently dropped where stan-

dard speakers never drop them: 'legtrite, 'leven, lia,apjaz,

'zamnle. These dialect features form a long but heterogeneous

list, and the traditional method of correcting them as they

occur may be as effective here as any other one.

14. 9.211anitttgalLsaAguarjaiwilarajjalum, It seldom happens

that any one of the non-standard features mentioned above ser-

iously interferes with communication, although they may mark

the speaker as a member of a particular class of society; com-

binations of these individual rules or features may, however,

add up to expressions which are quite unintelligible to speakers

of standard English. For example,

She wow:

is a common expression which equals standard ag141ili. Four

different rules of the non-standard dialect are operating here:

I. The copula is deleted.
2. The consonant cluster -1d is simplified with loss

of final I.
3. The final 71, which results is vocalized.
4. 4.114Ithe.:4A:44, io 0$131.911 by a lost% rt ttit

glide,

The resulting form differs from the standard ,she wow" by a

slight difference in the rounding of the high back glide, and

as we frequently find in such eases, this difference is not

enougb to maintain the distinction between woLand 2.W. There-

fore a standard speaker will find it wiry difficult to trace

the original oFemantic intent-14ln of the non-6taildard spea.imr

a result a this intricate combination oi phonetic rules.
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Footnotes

On the other hand, children who (in the prior examrle)

pronounce Aums1 as jumb but Lust to rhyme with,AAA4

obviously have the ability to understand the written

-Alb their variation from standard English is thus

largely in the area of the pronunciation of consonant

clusters.

2That is to say that since yours, iie, hemb Asim theicp

all end in =, the generalization to jam is easily

understandable and should be pointed out ak; an irregularity

in standard English that must be learned in particular.

3There is another= inflection of interest in the study

of non-standard English: the adverbial =s, of ,besidips,

gollump and perhaps ,niscjits (as in &mita_

pishtp, ). There are both grammatical and pronunciative

factors involved here, but they have not yet been worked

out in detail.

4The basic standard rule involves using aug, with words

of more than two syllables, =plz with monosyllables, and

one or the other with 'particular dissyllables; but

there is some variation, both optional and obligatory,

even from this rule. The superlative is formed in a

parallel manner.


